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A slasher is a crop protection tractor machine, which is most helpful inA slasher is a crop protection tractor machine, which is most helpful in
slashing shrubs and bushes. Apart from farming, it is also used forslashing shrubs and bushes. Apart from farming, it is also used for
maintaining grasslands, road verges, and gardens. A tractor slashermaintaining grasslands, road verges, and gardens. A tractor slasher
allows the farmers to keep their farms free from brush and shrubs. allows the farmers to keep their farms free from brush and shrubs. 

Below you get 2 Slasher Below you get 2 Slasher Tractor machinesTractor machines in detail.  in detail. 

Shaktiman Rotary SlasherShaktiman Rotary Slasher

This tractor slasher comes under the landscaping category and can beThis tractor slasher comes under the landscaping category and can be
performed with a tractor ranging from 35 to 60 HP. Also, it has 3performed with a tractor ranging from 35 to 60 HP. Also, it has 3
models, SRS 1.20, SRS 1.50 and SRS 1.80. These tractor slashermodels, SRS 1.20, SRS 1.50 and SRS 1.80. These tractor slasher
machines have working widths from 1200 mm to 1800 mm. Moreover,machines have working widths from 1200 mm to 1800 mm. Moreover,
the price of these Implements is reasonable. the price of these Implements is reasonable. 

Soil Master Rotary Slasher (6 Feet)Soil Master Rotary Slasher (6 Feet)

Soil Master Rotary Slasher (6 Feet) has a square shape with an angle ofSoil Master Rotary Slasher (6 Feet) has a square shape with an angle of
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50 × 6 mm and a 50 × 12 mm Flat side panel. Also, it is fitted with a50 × 6 mm and a 50 × 12 mm Flat side panel. Also, it is fitted with a
75 × 40 mm Channel frame. Moreover, the price of this tractor slasher75 × 40 mm Channel frame. Moreover, the price of this tractor slasher
is reasonable to the farmers. is reasonable to the farmers. 

For more details on Tractor Mounted or self-propelled Implements, visitFor more details on Tractor Mounted or self-propelled Implements, visit
Tractor Junction. Also, you can sell or purchase a second hand tractorTractor Junction. Also, you can sell or purchase a second hand tractor
with Tractor Junction at a reasonable price. with Tractor Junction at a reasonable price. 

For more info visit our official pages :-For more info visit our official pages :-

Mini Rotary TillerMini Rotary Tiller
Precision PlanterPrecision Planter
Seed DrillSeed Drill
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Tractor JunctionTractor Junction

AddressAddress A3, Block A, Sector 4A3, Block A, Sector 4
Noida 201301Noida 201301
Uttar Pradesh, IndiaUttar Pradesh, India

Contact PersonContact Person Tractor JunctionTractor Junction
Mobile NumberMobile Number
EmailEmail tractor.junction15@gmail.comtractor.junction15@gmail.com
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Visit Tractor Junction for more updates regarding farm equipment. Also,Visit Tractor Junction for more updates regarding farm equipment. Also,
with Tractor Junction, you can buy or sell second hand with Tractor Junction, you can buy or sell second hand tractorstractors quickly. quickly.

For more details, please visit http://www.indiafinder.in/detail/tractor-For more details, please visit http://www.indiafinder.in/detail/tractor-
junction-15040junction-15040
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